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But First, “Here’s Sergio Dipp”



A Superstar Was Born (In Real Time)

Contact Center 
Sentiment

Social Media
Sentiment



Lindsey Hooper, UK Sports Broadcaster 

Survey Fatigue

Surveys. I am fed up with surveys. You go and get a 

coffee, you get a survey. You book a hotel, you get a 

survey. You go on a website, you get a survey. Every 

single time. All I want to say to anyone in customer 

service who is in a company out there at the moment 

….…take it from me that unless told otherwise, I’m 

happy.

“ “



Intrusive? On whose terms?



Work with (and for) the fan



The Definition of Fan Experience

Fan Experience (n)
The sum of all interactions a fan has 
with ESPN, across all platforms.



• Raw and Authentic
◦ Fan sets the agenda

• Real-Time

• Single Source of the Truth

• Unsolicited
• Surveys are not a natural interaction

• Granular
◦Curated conversations when the fan is 

ready and willing to discuss

Moments: Interactions on the Fan’s Time



Moments: Interactions on the Fan’s Time



Morning Quarterbacking

A
Actions

M
Motivations

Q
Questions

B
Barriers



Buckets of Information Beyond Surveys

• Case Data 

• Frequency

• Recency

• Severity

• Product/Category

• Demographic Linked via CRM

• Customer Lifecycle

• Risk/Reward Scores

• Social Data

• Public's form of editorial 

• Product Analytics

• Detailed site actions

• Insight into user behavior to identify trends and product 

experience



Some of ESPN’s most valuable insights are mined 
from the daily interactions with our fans, including 
context, feedback and use behaviors

Problem: Fans unable to 
locate the SEC Network on 
SlingTV’s channel package  
webpage

Action Taken: Care 
alerted SlingTV to improve 
channel visibility

Result: Fans could 
consume SEC Network on 
SlingTV’s basic package

Fix “It” Before It Fails



Let Jemele be Jemele?  



Let Jemele be Jemele?  



Discover Where Fans Quit or Drop Out

Turns out 8.97% 
Dropped Out

That’s 1.3 
million 

incomplete 
brackets!

“Help! The app is looping and 
not allowing me to complete my 

bracket”

“Help! The app is not accepting 
final game score when 

completing bracket set up.”

-or-



Try to Solve at One

Reliable Accurate

Consistent

Data Trade-offs Questions to Consider

• Data consistency across all sources?

• Single source everyone agrees to trust?

• Am I satisfied by only knowing trends not 

exact numbers?



The future of fan inclusion, building trust, and 
loyalty?

What opportunities should 
you be looking at (to help 
me)?


